
LARGE REGIONAL HEALTH PLAN
MIGRATES ITS MEDICARE ADVANTAGE
PRODUCTS TO NEW CLAIMS AND
ENROLLMENT PLATFORMS

A large regional health plan partnered with ATTAC Consulting Group to migrate its
Medicare Advantage products to entirely new claims and enrollment platforms and
insource its operations. Enrollment, claims and other administration of the Medicare
Advantage and Medicare Part D products had been outsourced since initial
program launch for many years. The plan had limited experience with systems or
data migrations or business process required for these highly regulated
government programs.

CLIENT ENGAGEMENT DESCRIPTION

CHALLENGES APPROACH RESULTS

No experience with
migrating health plan
products from a legacy
environment to
multiple new platforms
and solution sets

Limited experience
insourcing these highly
regulated product
offerings

Previous
implementations had
resulted in deferred
project lists that
competed with steady-
state support

Provided a baseline
model to migrate all
health plan product
offerings to the new
claims system and
support interfaced
solutions

Enhanced internal
knowledge related to
supporting government
programs

Supported enterprise-
level improvements in
claims, reimbursement,
compliance and
data/reporting

An on-time and on-budget
migration - technically and
operationally

Auto adjudication rate of
more than 80% within 90
days of go-live

Very limited, short-term
impact to member access
and experience 
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ON-TIME AND ON-BUDGET:



Why Work With 
ATTAC Consulting Group?

The ATTAC team brings years of
implementation experience and
successful delivery to business
critical initiatives.

We offer a structured yet flexible
approach to each client’s project
management model, from waterfall
to agile and everything in between

ATTAC supports project
management and the full scope
of implementation roles and
activities, including: business
subject-matters experts,
compliance oversight, business,
configuration, technical and data
analysts, development team
members, and quality assurance
and testing.

We have significant expertise across
all major transaction and ancillary
platforms, conversions, migrations,
interfaces, coexistence and runout
approaches, and insourcing and
outsourcing solutions. 

Learn more about how ATTAC can help your plan ensure a business-
centric approach to technology and implementation initiatives. 
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